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The BBC: The Most Potent State Propagandist

By Dr. David Halpin
Global Research, March 15, 2019

Region: Europe
Theme: Media Disinformation

Blatant  disinformation  spews  from  the  western  media.  And  law  is  never  mentioned.
Sen.Mark Rubio can threaten a most cruel assassination of Nicolas Maduro, whilst Trump,
Bolton (1) and Pence promise that ‘everything is on the table’. Psychopaths join together
very easily and according to Hare (2) they make up about 4% of all populations worldwide. 

What the voters in all those ‘democratic’ nations fail to realise is that the characteristics of
the psychopath make for an easy ascent of the greasy pole. Charm, lying and an able
tongue are a few.

But how are they sustained? How do they escape preventive detention?

Of course, the ‘media’ is key. It works on the in-built prejudices of the subject populations,
which it helps to generate. It makes sure they are not informed and that the big lies sink in
with ease. I recall reading that the Third Reich found value in the polished, cunning British
propaganda.

The reporting of the Syrian ‘civil war’ by the BBC is a prime example. In these islands the
BBC/State Propagandist is ace.

To respond to it  one needs to listen to the audio or  watch the television so one can
laboriously  record  the  words.  At  one  time  the  flagship  programme,  Today,  produced  a
transcript of the whole three hours. With word recognition technology that would be easy to
revive but that will not happen. The fact is that in every hour of its national and World
Service Broadcasts there is cardinal omission, usually of the victim nation’s voice, distortion
or frank lies. There is much more, and the BBC is skilled at inserting important nuances. As a
lonely individual in an ocean of lies, it is impossible to keep up.

Here are a few fragments of its recent output.

a.

Dear Mr Landale, 8-02-19

I saw you speak on the BBC1 evening news about 4 days ago. Venezuela, in
spite of its vast mineral wealth, has been destabilized. Corruption by the rich
and perhaps poor governance are two factors, but another are the sanctions
installed in 2015 by the USA against international law. We know the latter is
worse than hollow.  I do not know whether other countries have been strong
armed in collaborating with these sanctions as with Iran.

I believe you did not mention sanctions in your piece.  BBC coverage of this
country in these last few weeks has been unbalanced.  Will Grant in Cuba does
better. (Ed. He does not it seems)
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yours sincerely David Halpin FRCS

No reply

b.

A BBC report on the paralympics from Dubai. An 18 yr old lady swimmer was interviewed. It
was not mentioned that the games had been moved from Malaysia, nor that the following
statement was made by it 27-01-19 –

Malaysia’s Minister of Youth and Sports, Syed Saddiq Syed Abdul Rahman, said the country
stood by its decision to bar Israeli athletes.

“If hosting an international sporting event is more important than standing up
for  our  Palestinian  brothers  and  sisters  who  get  murdered,  maimed  and
tortured by the Netanyahu regime, that means Malaysia has truly lost its moral
compass,” he said in a statement. (3)

The British State Broadcaster could not say these truths to the millions. No coverage by the
BBC.

c.

Chris  Mason  (image  on  the  right,  from  his  twitter  account),  a  BBC  Westminster
correspondent is engaging. He was speaking of the critical reaction to the loss of Shamima
Begum’s third baby in a refugee camp in Syria. She had gone to live with the ‘jihadis’ at age
15 with two girlfriends. Home Secretary Sajid Javid had stripped British citizenship from her.
(It emerged he had done the same to two other women previously.)

He failed to say that the UK had supported some of these super-terrorists who came from
outside Syria. The PM and the then Foreign Secretary had both stated their intention of
‘toppling Assad’. The aim of this proxy destruction of an ancient country was clear. So their
shunning of this young woman and her three dead babies was a montrous hypocrisy. The
BBC did its duty and joined in. And massaged it further by speaking of the UK giving £170
million ‘to Syria’.

At another time it reported that a UK government spokesman said the death of any child
was “tragic and deeply distressing for the family”. As it was to the hundreds of dear children
and  their  mothers  who  fleeing  from  the  manufactured  war  drowned  in  the  Mediterranean
Sea. Or those that were blown apart or maimed by the ‘jihadis’ as ordered by Saudi Arabia
and its slaves to money.

Image below is a screenshot from a BBC report (by the author)
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The BBC pumped out massive black propaganda to justify the illegal wars on Iraq and Libya,
and continues to distort completely the maelstrom of suffering and destruction brought by
plan  to  Syria.  The  journalist,  Robert  Stuart,  ‘contended  that  sequences  filmed  by  BBC
personnel and others at Atareb Hospital, Aleppo on 26 August 2013 purporting to show the
aftermath of an incendiary bomb attack on a nearby school are largely, if  not entirely,
staged.’ His evidence is here. (4)

The BBC distracts with much ‘entertainment’, including sport, and now has trailers with fast
changing mindless  images.  It  appears  to  be  attempting to  further  shrink  thought  and
morality. The other night at a Comic Relief show in a theatre with a largely female audience,
three naked men were on the stage. They kept swapping balloons from their chests to
genitalia, and turned to present their ugly backsides to a largely embarassed audience.

There  are  peerless  BBC  programmes.  Among  them  are  Countryfile,  which  centres  on
farming and the beauty of the British Isles, and Call the Midwife. This recalled the caring
spirit and the energy of the young NHS. Within its ranks there are moral, imaginative and
very talented people. But they cannot have much influence on the output.

The ether is dominated by the psychopath with talk of endless aggressive war including
sanctions, as with the collective, long and increasing punishment of two million people in
Gaza.

Please someone, take Bolton and show him a tight flower bud in midwinter and later as it
emerges in all its beauty and intricacy. Take Trump, alone, and see the mother suckling her
tiny baby. An ultimate symbol of peace.

*

Note to readers: please click the share buttons below. Forward this article to your email lists.
Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.

David Halpin FRCS is a retired orthopaedic and trauma surgeon who yearns for peace and
especially in Palestine. He has also spent much time, with a few others, pleading for an
inquest on Dr David Kelly, which uniquely has never happened. The NHS is his other major
concern. His woodlands that he planted give some peace.

Notes

1. http://members5.boardhost.com/xxxxx/msg/1552205009.html Bolton given “Defender of Israel”
award from Zionist lobby that helped elect him

2. http://www.minddisorders.com/Flu-Inv/Hare-Psychopathy-Checklist.html
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3.
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/sport/paralympics-malaysia-stripped-of-right-to-host-world-111
72762

4.
https://bbcpanoramasavingsyriaschildren.wordpress.com/2016/03/28/bbc-trust-no-evidence-that-presen
ters-facebook-images-brought-bbc-into-disrepute/

Featured image is from Media Lens
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